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These pictures from Nicole
Gracie, a Monkey Business
Day Home Educator are
making us so excited for
the spring and summer!
Flight: Alberta’s Early
Learning and Care
Framework says: “Deeply
connecting with/in our
physical world begins with
being responsibly playful in
nature. In early childhood
communities, this means
spending time outdoors,
planting gardens, and
creating imaginary worlds
in nature through play. In
Alberta, it may mean
taking opportunities to
appreciate the uniqueness
of the seasons and
changes in weather and
daylight at different times.
Valuing environmental
sustainability means
developing a stewardship
of nature and living things
through learning and
watching and acting and
caring about the world, on
the ground, in the water,
and through the air”
(Makovichuk et al., 2014,
p. 21).

FEATURED: Little Explorers Preschool,
St. Michael’s OSC, Dragons & Butterflies
Preschool, Redcliff Tiny Tots

Visit
https://flightframework.ca
for more information.

Checklist of Teaching Practices and
Strategies to Support Preschool
Children's Problem Solving
and Reasoning
Facilitate children's play. Support children's exploratory
play experiences by providing challenging, varied
materials that appeal to all of the senses- sight, sound, smells, touch, and taste. Encourage
communication during play by extending children's language with their peers and with you. Ask
them to talk about their play both during and after their play experiences.
Help children understand the difference between guessing and knowing. A guess, or hypothesis,
needs to be tested. Assist children with simple experiments in which they make predictions based
on their hypotheses, gather evidence by making observations that they document (e.g. through
pictures, dictated stories, graphs), and seek information to help them support or reject their
original hypothesis and make conclusions. Do they prove their hypothesis, or do they need to do
additional experimenting?
Foster categorization skills. Provide materials that allow children to explore, compare, and sort by
a variety of attributes (size, shape, sound, taste, etc.). With younger children, use objects that
differ in just one attribute (e.g. balls of different colours). Ask children to describe the similarities
and differences and to put the objects into categories . Use and reinforce vocabulary that helps
children describe their comparisons (e.g. short, round, loud, quiet, blue, red, smooth, bumpy) and
used problem-solving language (e.g. hypothesis, compare, observe, interpret). During play,
notice how children use materials. Do they sort them? Do they comment on some similarities and
differences?
Encourage children to think before responding. Help children learn to freeze- to take a moment
before answering a question to think about their best or
most reasonable response to a problem and how they
would test it. With a group of children, discuss different
ways they solve the problem to demonstrate that there is
more often more than one way to do so. Point out that
children sometimes think about and approach things
differently, but that everyone's ideas should be respected.
Model and promote scientific reasoning, using the
language of problem solving. Teachers demonstrate
good health habits of problem solvers when they
encourage children to use their senses to observe the
world around them, help children form questions about
what they observe and make predictions, share their own
thinking and problem-solving process is aloud with the
children, model and conduct experiments to test
predictions, and facilitate discussion about the results of
children's experiments.
Young Children Magazine (July 2014– an oldie but
still a goodie!)
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